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South Vietnamese Soldiers:
Memories of the Vietnam War and After
By reviewer Peter Hamburger

Nathalie Huynh Chau Nguyen, South Vietnamese Soldiers: Memories of the Vietnam War and After,
Praeger, 2016
As two distinguished historians, Peter Edwards and Jeffrey Grey, have separately noted this book recovers a
dimension of the Vietnam War missing from the massive literature on the War: It provides the remembered
perspective, albeit after 40 or more years and across a chasm of suffering and exile, of those who fought for the
losing side.
Edwards and Grey both also note the emotional impact of Associate Professor Nguyen’s book. It is an elegant
distillation of veterans’ testimony which speaks as powerfully to a general as to a specialist readership.
Much emerges from strong narrative lines in the book which, without preaching, challenges what many outside
the Vietnamese diaspora think they know about the Vietnam War. The collective memory of the war that
influences thinking about foreign policy is still dominated in the West by legacies of the political controversy
over intervention and by the American experience. This book gives a voice to the others who did most of the
fighting. Most men of military age in South Vietnam served and their casualties dwarfed those of all other
participants except the communist side. South Vietnam’s allies scarcely appear in these veterans’ memories.
South Vietnamese Soldiers reminds us that those who fought for South Vietnam mostly thought the fight worth
undertaking. The presence of huge numbers of refugees from the North and the brutal tactics of the communist
guerrillas were constant reminders in the South of the possible consequences of losing. The eventual
humanitarian and human rights catastrophe brought about by the communist victory and the policies of the
victors has understandably shaped the memories on which Nguyen draws.
Issues of corruption and political and military incompetence in South Vietnam that were prominent in the
perceptions of Western opponents of intervention do not figure significantly here. South Vietnamese veterans
do not seem to remember these as factors that could explain or justify the communist victory. The veterans
mostly credit their loss to the overwhelming power and superior equipment of the other side, demonstrated in a
final offensive spearheaded by heavy armoured units. South Vietnamese who fought in what is generally
thought of in the West as a guerrilla conflict remember its conventional side.
The book has a noteworthy chapter on women’s service in the South Vietnamese armed forces and draws on
memories of diverse experience across and beyond the span from elite Ranger, Airborne and Marine units to
the local-defence elements of the Regional and Popular Forces. The diversity is wider than that. One of the
veterans first saw war with the Free French forces in North Africa in 1942. Another, a Regional Forces platoon
commander and one of the few Catholics represented, entered the priesthood as a refugee in Australia and
later served as an Australian Army chaplain.
These veterans’ memories illuminate much of relevance beyond the Vietnam War case about how pride in
service and post-war recognition helps in coping with the aftermath of war service. Vietnamese veterans in
Australia have found some such support in their eligibility to join the RSL and Anzac Day marches and for
veterans’ benefits, institutions which we rarely see commended in the context of our multiculturalism.
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The interviews on which the book is based will be housed in the oral history collection of the National Library of
Australia. We can hope that Vietnam, where the winners bulldozed the memorials of the losers and closed their
war cemeteries, will one day be grateful to find this part of its history preserved overseas.
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The defeated South Vietnamese army
Peter Edwards

Historians still argue about the winners and losers of the Vietnam War, but there were two undoubted losers:
the Republic of Vietnam – commonly known as South Vietnam – and its army, generally known as ARVN. The
soldiers of ARVN not only suffered defeat on the battlefield, but they were also treated extremely harshly by the
victorious Vietnamese communists, received little respect from their allies, and have largely been written out of
historical accounts of the war.
South Vietnamese Soldiers, by Monash University academic Nathalie Huynh Chau Nguyen, is therefore an
unusual and welcome addition to the burgeoning literature on the war. Dr. Nguyen’s father was the last RVN
Ambassador to Japan: he and his family were among the few South Vietnamese who were given refuge in
Australia immediately after the fall of Saigon on 30 April 1975. Much of this book is based on interviews with the
South Vietnamese veterans, men and women who arrived later, often as boat people.
After the war ARVN soldiers, especially officers, were subjected by the victorious communists to even harsher
penalties than civilians, including years of forced labor and indoctrination in ‘re-education camps’. Thousands
died from sickness and starvation; those who survived and didn’t manage to escape to the west were treated
with contempt and discrimination, which were even extended to their children and grandchildren. The main
South Vietnamese military cemetery at Bien Hoa was vandalised and virtually abandoned until recent years.
Even in death the soldiers were treated as puppets, not people.
Moreover, before, during and after the war the American military and the media frequently conveyed an
impression of an incompetent and unmotivated army serving a corrupt regime. The regime and its army were, it
was widely alleged, reluctant to fight and to take casualties, being determined only ‘to fight to the last
American’. Those allegations did much to undermine support for South Vietnam in one of the war’s most crucial
battlegrounds, American public opinion.
Nathalie Nguyen’s book serves as an important corrective to many of the familiar and damaging allegations.
ARVN did fight, and did take casualties. We may never know the exact numbers, but around quarter of a million
service personnel died and about three times that number were wounded. Compare that with the 58,000
American forces, and just over 500 Australian service personnel, officially regarded as killed in action. It’s
simply not true that the South Vietnamese were shirking the battle. In the last years of the war, after the
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Americans and their allies had withdrawn, the South Vietnamese forces lost more casualties in a year than the
Americans had for the entire war.
The South Vietnamese soldiers display pride in military achievement, such as the performance of some units
when the South repulsed the North’s unsuccessful offensive in 1972. Much was said in the west about ARVN
officers appointed for their political connections rather than military skill but this book reveals loyalty and pride
in their brothers-in-arms (and sisters-in-arms) and in officers who commanded respect. There are no
allegations of a ‘stab in the back’ by Saigon politicians. The only recrimination is directed against the US
Congress, which cut off supplies to the South in 1974.
Much of the political and military drive in South Vietnam came from the million who came into the South from
provinces north of the 17th parallel after the partition in 1954. Much has always been made of the fact that
many of them, including Ngo Dinh Diem, were Catholics. But Nguyen shows that many of those who came
south were Buddhists and other non-Catholics, equally motivated to fight the communists. They had
experienced communist rule in the north, and they brought some of the north’s military skill and political
motivation to the anti-communist cause.
Like the Vietnamese National Army under the French, ARVN was created along a western model. It was
designed to rely on the sort of firepower, logistics and transport that the American forces used, but it wasn’t
supplied with the same quality or quantity of logistic support. A recurring theme in these interviews is the
frustration of the South Vietnamese forces when the US Congress cut support in 1974, while the north
continued to receive massive support from the Soviet Union and China. The South Vietnamese forces had
arms but no ammunition, equipment but no spare parts. When ARVN soldiers were reduced to three rounds per
day, defeat was inevitable.
Like any army, ARVN units were generally as good as their officers and their training. Just as the first Anzacs
were far more effective soldiers by 1918 than they had been in 1915, so too the South Vietnamese Army was
more effective in the early 1970s than it had been in the early 1960s.
The South Vietnamese soldiers in this book, and the hundreds of thousands whom they represent, were people
not puppets, who fought for a country and a set of ideals in which they believed, as much as any army believes
in its own cause. They were defeated, but deserve not to be denigrated by both their conquerors and their
allies. As we approach the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan, Australians would do well to give a
thought to their South Vietnamese allies.
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